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Add, modify and delete
information at the touch of
a key.
Set up your files in minutes.
Use them for years.

----Writer's Choice

Writer's Choice

TM

The easy-to-use word
processing system and
writing assistant.
Write, revise, edit, almost
effortlessly and print out
perfect documents every
time.
Ideal for letters, reports,
school papers, proposalsany kind of writing for
home, school or small
business.
Contains 50,000-word
spelling checker. Powerful.
Affordable. And it will save
you time.

Filer's Choice

TM

The easy-to-use filing and
record-keeping system.
Ideal for organizirig household records, inventories,
calendars, mailing lists,
rosters - almost anything
for home, school and small
business.

Planner's Choice

personal productivity
tools you can find.
Used together, these three
products let you customize
your documents. Combine
text and numbers. Tables
and text. Now there's an
easier way to manage your
future. And more time to
enjoy it.

The Footnoter and
Bibliography Compiler:
Term Paper Writer inserts
footnotes on the appropriate pages and compiles
your bibliography by
drawing all the information
directly from your notes.
For Apple lle, llc, ll +, mM
PC, and 100% compatibles.

TM

The easy-to-use personal
planning system and
spreadsheet.
Simplify numerical tasks
with the planning tool and
spreadsheet that helps you
organize, estimate and
analyze numbers.
Ideal for honie budgeting,
tax planning, comparing
investment options, organizing statistical report
data and financial reviews.
Just enter your numbers
and the results are calculated for you- automatically.

I AM THE

C128TM

A tutorial for the
Term Paper Writer TM Commodore 128.
How to create the ultimate I Am The C 128 takes the
20-page term paper in four mystery out of your
easy steps:
computer. Now you can
The Notetaker: An elec- discover what makes your
tronic card file that helps C 128 tick.
you collect information
Each of nine volumes is
and organize it by
presented in easy-to-follow,
source . . . and by topic.
step-by-step terms. Learn
The Outliner: Helps you everything from the keyorganize lists of ideas into board layout to BASIC protopical groups or prepare gramming and animation.
an outline. You can trans- For Commodore 128 only.
fer your outline directly
to your writer file.
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